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ABSTRACT
The present study is focused on performance issues of un-

derwater vehicles near the free surface and gives insight into the
analysis of a speed loss in regular deep water waves. Predictions
of the speed loss are based on the evaluation of the total resis-
tance and effective power in calm water and preselected regular
wave fields w.r.t. the non-dimensional wave to body length ratio.
It has been assumed that the water is sufficiently deep and that
the vehicle is operating in a range of small to moderate Froude
numbers by moving forward on a straight-line course with a de-
fined encounter angle of incident regular waves.

A modified version of the Doctors & Days [1] method as
presented in Skejic and Jullumstrø [2] is used for the determina-
tion of the total resistance and consequently the effective power.
In particular, the wave-making resistance is estimated by using
different approaches covering simplified methods, i.e. Michell’s
thin ship theory with the inclusion of viscosity effects Tuck [3]
and Lazauskas [4] as well as boundary element methods, i.e. 3D
Rankine source calculations according to Hess and Smith [5].
These methods are based on the linear potential fluid flow and
are compared to fully viscous finite volume methods for selected
geometries.

∗Address all correspondance to this author.
†Formerly MARINTEK. SINTEF Ocean from January 1st 2017 through an

internal merger in the SINTEF Group.

The wave resistance models are verified and validated by
published data of a prolate spheroid and one appropriate ax-
isymmetric submarine model. Added resistance in regular deep
water waves is obtained through evaluation of the surge mean
second-order wave load. For this purpose, two different theoret-
ical models based on potential flow theory are used: Loukakis
and Sclavounos [6] and Salvesen et. al. [7]. The considered
theories cover the whole range of important wavelengths for an
underwater vehicle advancing in close proximity to the free sur-
face. Comparisons between the outlined wave load theories and
available theoretical and experimental data were carried out for
a submerged submarine and a horizontal cylinder.

Finally, the effective power and speed loss are discussed
from a submarine operational point of view where the mentioned
parameters directly influence mission requirements in a seaway.

All presented results are carried out from the perspective of
accuracy and efficiency within common engineering practice. By
concluding current investigations in regular waves an outlook
will be drawn to the application of advancing underwater vehi-
cles in more realistic sea conditions.

Keywords: Underwater vehicles, Submarines, Wave-making re-
sistance, Added resistance in waves, Speed loss, Effective power,
Michell thin-ship theory, 3D Rankine panel method
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NOMENCLATURE
L Maximum length of submersible
D Maximum diameter (beam) of submersible
H Maximum height of submersible
S Hull surface area of submersible
V Form displacement of submersible
U Mean forward speed of submersible
LW Wave length
HW Wave height
AW Wave amplitude
ζ Wave elevation
c Bottom clearance
s Free surface clearance
d Submergence depth
g Ground distance
α Angle of attack
ω Angular wave frequency
λ Error
Fn FROUDE number
Rn REYNOLDS number
BEM Boundary Element Method
FVM Finite Volume Method
VoF Volume of Fluid
EFD Experimental Fluid Dynamics
EFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
UV Underwater Vehicle
UUV Unmanned Underwater Vehicle

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the maneuvering of Underwater Vehicles (UV’s)

in confined waters is of increasing interest for their design to
accomplish operational tasks. Novel concepts of Unmanned Un-
derwater Vehicles (UUV’s) allow complex missions without any
operator input. The fulfillment of operational requirements by
ensuring safety aspects at the same time is a challenging task
for such types of submersibles. Similar aspects apply to con-
ventional submarine designs, which have to meet increasing off-
design conditions for motions in proximity to waves or ice as
well as for near-shore maneuvers in (very) shallow water.

The hydrodynamics of axisymmetric bodies have been
studied for decades in hydrodynamic research. Published results
provide a fundamental basis to set one’s sights on more complex
geometries. Extreme cases, such as small submergence or low
clearance to the sea bottom will be consequently addressed.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of data, when it comes to more
realistic type of geometries and that is for several reasons. To
close this lack there is clearly a need of profound validation by
EFD and CFD.

The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate the uti-
lization of numerical methods to determine the added resistance
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FIGURE 1: COORDINATE SYSTEM AND MAIN PARTICU-
LARS.

of UV’s in regular deep water waves by determining the effec-
tive power and speed loss, respectively. The combined bound-
ary/initial value problem is solved for slender geometries of vary-
ing length to diameter ratios with and without fore-and-aft sym-
metry. Therefore, classical BEM approaches such as first order
panel methods are extended to account for varying distances to
the free surface. A brief comparison to FVM results for the pur-
pose of validation will complete this study by discussing numer-
ical aspects.

HYDRODYNAMIC PROBLEM
Coordinate System

This paper studies submersibles moving in proximity to the
free surface. The underlying coordinate system is presented in
figure 1. With respect to an arbitrary body fixed pointC the ver-
tical distanced to the mean free surface is called submergence
depth. The originC is chosen midship in the centerline (princi-
pal plane of symmetry) of a right-handed, Cartesian coordinate
system(x,y,z) fixed with the body. The longitudinal axisx is
pointing forward,y-axis is directed to starboard andz-axis ver-
tically downwards. Main dimensions of the body are defined
by the overall lengthL, the beam that equals the maximum hull
diameterD, and the total heightH that is covering all superstruc-
ture or appendages, if present.

Wave-making resistance, effective Power and speed
loss

Estimation of the calm water resistance of a submerged un-
derwater vehicle in a close proximity to the free surface is for-
mulated on a simplified Doctors and Day [1] approach where the
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total resistanceRT is expressed as:

RT = RF+RW (1)

with the frictional resistanceRF and the wave making partRW.
Expression (1) is based on FROUDE’s hypothesis where the fric-
tional resistance term is functionally dependent on the Reynolds
numberRn=UL/ν, while the wave making resistance is depen-
dent on the Froude numberFn=U/

√
Lg. Here,U is the vehicle

mean forward speed,L is the waterline length,g is the accel-
eration due to gravity (g = 9.81 m/s2) and ν is the kinematic
viscosity coefficient (ν = 1.35·10−6 m2/s of seawater at 10◦C).
The frictional (viscous) resistanceRF in (1) is calculated as:

RF =CF
1
2

ρSU2 (2)

with the frictional coefficientCF = 0.075/(lgRn− 2)2 accord-
ing to the ITTC’57 correlation line and water densityρ =
1026.9 kg/m3 for sea water at 10◦C and the total wetted surface
areaS.

The estimation of wave resistanceRW is predicted by means
of M ICHELL ’s thin-ship theory, a modified version with inclu-
sion of viscous effects according to Tuck [3] and Lazauskas [4]
as well as a 3D BEM (RANKINE panel method, e.g. [8]), 3D un-
steady first order BEMpanMARE and a fully viscous FVM.
In the following section brief descriptions of the above stated ap-
proaches are outlined dealing with the hydrodynamic problem of
moving underwater vehicles close to the free-surface.

The power needed to tow an UV without its own propulsion,
which experiences the total resistanceRT given by (1) at the de-
sired mean forward speedU is called the effective power

PE = |RT|U . (3)

In this paper a speed loss∆U presents the difference between
initial mean forward speed and that obtained at constant effective
powerPE for given non-dimensional wavelength ratiosλ/L in
regular deep water waves.

Potential flow
For the present investigations of the fluid flow around mov-

ing bodies in close proximity to boundaries an ideal single phase
fluid, neglecting viscosity and compressibility, is assumed. De-
scribing the three-dimensional flow by a vector fieldv on a
bounded domainΣ∈R3 that is twice continuously differentiable,
Helmholtz’s theorem states

v = ∇φ +∇×A (4)

If the flow is considered as irrotational

∇×A = 0 , (5)

then the zero-divergence vectorA vanishes and the velocity field
can be solely found by the gradient of a scalar functionφ known
as the velocity potential. The proof of this theorem can be found
in [9]. Putting this statement into the continuity equation gives

∂ui

∂xi
= 0=

∂
∂xi

∂φ
∂xi

=
∂ 2φ

∂xi∂xi
= ∇ ·∇φ . (6)

Equation (6) is a second-order elliptic partial differential equa-
tion known as Laplace’s equation for a twice continuously dif-
ferentiable scalar functionφ with

∇ ·∇φ = div ·gradφ = 0 (7)

The solutions of Laplace’s equation are the harmonic functions
derived by potential theory and valid for the whole domain
bounded byΣ. Applying the divergence and GREEN’s theorem
to a given potential flow problem, the solution describing field
can be reduced to a boundary value problem that has been nu-
merically treated with a classical BEM further on.

APPLIED APPROACHES
Modified Michell wave theory

A submerged UV is assumed to be advancing on a steady
straight line course at constant speed and diving depth. Based on
potential flow theory and in the reference frame travelling with
the vehicle, it can be shown (see for instance [2]) that the wave-
making resistanceRW can be expressed as:

RW =− 4
π

ρU2ν2

∞
∫

1

λ 2
√

λ 2−1
|A(λ )|2dλ (8)

with

A(λ ) =− iνλ
∫∫

cp

ζ (x,z)exp{νzλ 2+ iνxλ}dzdx (9)

−
0

∫

−T

ζ (xs,z)exp{νzλ 2+ iνxsλ}dz

whereA(λ ) represents the complex wave amplitude. In the fol-
lowing, if the wave resistance is estimated according to (8), the
authors refer to the MICHELL model [10].
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The expression (8) can be modified with the inclusion of
viscosity effects. As shown by [2] the modification can be per-
formed by using a model by [3] and [4]. In the former one, the
wave resistanceRW is given as:

RW =− 4
π

ρU2ν2 (10)

∞
∫

1

λ 2
√

λ 2−1





α
π

∞
∫

0

λ 2q5

(q−1)2+α2λ 10q6 |A(λq)|2dq



dλ

with

A(λq) =− iνλq
∫∫

cp

ζ (x,z)exp{νzλ 2q+ iνxλ}dzdx (11)

−
0

∫

−T

ζ (xs,z)exp{νzλ 2q+ iνxsλq}dz

whereα is the non-dimensional viscosity factor according to
Tuck [3], which is dependent on the mean forward speedU . Sim-
ilarly, the latter model according to [4], the wave resistance is
formulated as:

RW =− 4
π

ρU2ν2 (12)

∞
∫

1

λ 2
√

λ 2−1





β
π

∞
∫

0

λ 3q4

(q−1)2+β 2λ 6q4 |A(λq)|2dq



dλ

with A(λq) identical to that one of (11) whereβ is the non-
dimensional viscosity factor according to Lazauskas [4], which
is also dependent on the mean forward speedU . It should be
noted that in the following section the authors refer to the Tuck
viscosity model or Lazauskas viscosity model if the wave making
resistanceRW is predicted according to (11) or (13), respectively.
In both expressionsν is defined asν = g/U2, indexS indicates
the transom stern section (if present) and the viscosity factors
are defined asα = t/Fn5 andβ = t1/Fn3, respectively. Here,
the non-dimensional factors,t andt1, independent of the vehicle
mean forward speedU , are expressed ast = 2(m/r)sg−0.5L−2.5

andt1 = 4νtg−0.5L−1.5. All values of these parameters are given
in SI units. In the limitsα,β → 0 it can be shown that the viscos-
ity models expressed by (11) or (13) retrieve the ordinary Michell
model (without the viscosity corrections).
The outlined expression above include a simplified formula-
tion for the source strengths (see for instance [11] and [4]) in
comparison to the Havelock sources evaluated in [12], see also
[13], [5], [14] [15]. Therefore, it can be normally expected that

evaluation of the wave resistance according to Michell wave the-
ory is less quantitatively accurate then more advanced method.
The l andq integrals above are numerically treated by adopting
the procedure described in [16]. Accordingly, the singularity of
the generalized integrandµ2|A(µ)|2/

√

µ2−1 can be separated,
so that:

∞
∫

1

µ2|A(µ)|2
√

µ2−1
dµ =

[

|A(l)|2 ln
(

2+
√

3
)

(13)

+

2
∫

1

µ2|A(µ)|2−|A(1)|2
√

µ2−1
dµ

+
∞

∑
n=1

2(n+1)
∫

2n

µ2|A(µ)|2
√

µ2−1
dµ







whereµ represents the generalized integration variable andA(µ)
is the generalized complex amplitude. Furthermore, concerning
the numerical integration of the surface integrals (doublecp inte-
grals over the UV wetted surfaceS) and single integrals for ships
with transom stern with a highly oscillatory integrand, the cur-
rent authors also adopted the numerical technique given in [16].
It should be noted that additional details of the numerical inte-
gration procedure are not given here.

Boundary Element Method (BEM)
Submerged UV’s in a close proximity to the free surface are

in this paper assumed to be advancing on a steady straight line
course with constant mean forward speedU and diving depth,
see figure 1. The fluid velocity is described by the velocity po-
tential φ , which satisfies Laplaces equation (6) in the fluid do-
main, meaning that the fluid is assumed to be non-viscous, homo-
geneous and incompressible with non-rotational flow [17]. The
boundary-value problem is solved through determination of the
source distribution presented by the surface (panel) integral of
the source density function times the GREEN function that is
given in form of Rankine sources (singularities), see [5]. This
method is referred to as a 3D Rankine panel method. With the
solution of the source density in hand, the wave-making resis-
tanceRW is found from the integration of the x-component of the
hydrodynamic pressure acting on the body. While the free sur-
face elevationζ (x,y) follows from the linearized dynamic free
surface boundary condition, see e.g. [2].

Figure 2 illustrates the application of 3D Rankine panel
methods on a submerged prolate spheroid studied by [18]
and [19]. The spheroid is submerged at depthd = 1.3·D and
defined by the following parametersa/b = 5.0, b = c ande=√

a2−b2. Here,a presents half the length of major axis,b and
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respectively. Only one half of the discretized free 
surface is shown. 

The above three dimensional (3D) boundary-value problem 
defined according to Figure 1 is solved through determination 
of the source distribution presented by the surface (panel) 
integral of the source density function times the Green function. 
The Green function is given in the form of the Rankine sources 
(singularities) (see Hess and Smith [4]) and we call the method 
of solving the imposed boundary value problem the 

. 
With the solution of the source density in hand, the wave-

making resistance  is found from the integration of the -
component of the hydrodynamic pressure acting on the body 
hull wetted surface , while the free surface elevation ( , ) 
follows from the linearized dynamic free-surface boundary 
condition (Skejic [ ] and Skejic Jullumstrø [ ]). 

Figure 2 illustrates application of 
 on a submerged prolate spheroid studied by Farell [11], 

Farell and Güven [12]. The spheroid is submerged at depth | | = 
1.3  and defined by the following parameters /  = 5.0,  =  
and  = ( 2 – 2)0.5. Here,  presents half the length of major 
axis,  and  are the halves the length of minor axes, while  
presents focal distance of prolate spherpoid. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Nondimensional wave making resistance C * = 

/( 3) versus Froude number * = /(2 )0.5 
in calm and deep water for Farell [11], Farell and 
Güven [12] prolate spheroid submerged at depth | | 
= 1.3  in calm and deep water. Note:  =2  – 
maximum beam (on the main frame). 

 
As can be seen from the figure the calculation of the wave 
making resistance * by 3D Rankine method are carried out 
by using three different approaches. One of them is the direct 
pressure integration, while the other two utilized the Lagally [ ] 

theorem in calculation by taking into account the source 
distribution on the body and the free surface. This is done in 
order to recheck the calculation carried out by the direct 
pressure method and, as well as, qualitative and quantitative 
quadrilateral panel mesh discretization of the boundary 
surfaces, i.e. the body and free surface accounted by the 
boundary value problem described above. The calculated 
results are compared with the results provided by Farell [11], 
Farell and Güven [12] and, as can be observed from the 
figure, the excellent agreement is achieved. 

As an alternative to the previously shortly described 
panel method the authors also used the second 3D panel 
method which refers to the unsteady low order boundary 
element method MARE. Additionally to the above 
described Rankine source method a dipole is imposed on 
every panel when a lift-generating body is computed (see 
Hundemer [ ]). The consecutive boundary condition is solved 
for the Kutta condition (see Katz and Plotkin [ ]) which states, 
that the fluid flow leaves the trailing edge smoothly and the 
fluid velocity is finite. This requires that the pressure on both 
sides of the trailing edge are equal and so a circulation  
leaves the lifting surface (hydrofoil) at its trailing edge 
resulting in lift and drag forces,  and , respectively 
generated by the lifting surface (hydrofoil) in a potential fluid 
flow. 

The unsteady free surface boundary conditions [] are 
imposed using a moving frame of reference together with the 
body of interest and inheriting wave influences. This 
formulation facilitates a robust implementation of effects due 
to long crested waves or wave spectra. 

In order to get a numerical solution of the flow-problem 
the boundaries are discretized with 3D panels and the 
boundary conditions are imposed in every collocation point in 
the center of each panel. The unknown source strength is 
determined a priori of setting up the equation system by using 
a Neumann type b. c. and in every panel collocation point an 
equation is set up using a Dirichlet type b. c. in order to 
determine the unknown doublet strengths, Greve [ ].  

For determining the velocity potential in a case of a 
partly immersed panel (for a free surface piercing body) the 
so-called panel-split technique is used, which introduces 
influence factors in the system of linear equations, as 
proposed by Söding [ ]. The immersion of each panel is 
calculated in the method and the corresponding diagonal 
matrix element is multiplied by the influence factor. The 
factor is 1 for a completely immersed panel and 0, when the 
panel is completely out of the water. The pressure is 
determined in every panel collocation point using a modified 
Bernoulli equation (see Greve [ ]) with respect to the above 
mentioned influence factors. 

As a concluding remark related to the 3D panel methods 
described above, it should be noted that at present, the 
characteristics of both approaches are currently now under 
investigation which is part of a theoretical study at SINTEF 
Ocean and ThyssenKrupp aimed at better understanding of 
the hydrodynamic performances of the (submerged) 
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Farell [18], Farell and Güven [19] 
Calculation 3D Rankine 
(direct pressure integration) 

Calculation 3D Rankine 
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on the free surface) 
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FIGURE 2: NON-DIMENSIONAL WAVE-MAKING RESIS-
TANCE CW VERSUS FROUDE NUMBERFn IN CALM
DEEP WATER FOR A PROLATE SPHEROID, SUBMERGED
AT DEPTH d = 1.3·D.

c are the half length of minor axes, whilee represents focal dis-
tance of spheroids.

Calculations of the wave making resistanceRW are carried
out by using three different approaches. One of them is the
direct pressure integration, while the other two utilize the LA-
GALLY [20] theorem by taking source distributions on the body
and the free surface into account. This is done in order to recheck
calculations carried out by the direct pressure method and, as
well as, qualitative and quantitative quadrilateral panel mesh dis-
cretization of the boundary surfaces, i.e. the body and free sur-
face are accounted by the boundary value problem described
above. The calculated results are compared in figure 2 with data
provided by [18] and [19]. It can be noticed that excellent agree-
ment is achieved.

As an alternative to the previously method the authors also
used a second 3D panel method which refers to the unsteady low
order boundary element method, calledpanMARE developed
at Hamburg University of Technology. In addition to Rankine
sources a dipole is imposed on every panel when a lift-generating
body is computed, see e.g. Hundemer [21]. The boundary con-
dition is successively solved for the Kutta condition, see [22]
which states, that the fluid flow leaves the trailing edge smoothly
and the fluid velocity is finite. This requires that the pressure on
both sides of the trailing edge equal. Thus, a circulation leaves
the lifting body at its trailing edge resulting in lift and drag forces
in a potential fluid flow.

The unsteady free surface boundary conditions [23] are imposed
by using a moving frame of reference together with the body.
This formulation facilitates a robust implementation of effects
due to long crested waves or wave spectra. In order to get a
numerical solution of the flow-problem the boundaries are dis-
cretized with 3D panels and the boundary conditions are imposed
in every collocation point of each panel center. The unknown
source strength is determined a priori of setting up the equation
system by using a Neumann type boundary condition and in ev-
ery panel collocation point an equation is set up using a Dirichlet
type boundary condition in order to determine the unknown dou-
blet strengths, e.g. see [21], [24].

Finite Volume Method (FVM)
This section describes the applied Finite Volume method

(FVM) with following two main properties. First, the method is
based on discretizing the integral form of governing equations for
two phase fluids (air/water) over each control volume. The basic
quantities, such as mass and momentum, will therefore be con-
served at the discrete level. Second, all equations are solved in a
fixed Cartesian coordinate system on a mesh that does not change
in time by treating the systems of partial differential equations in
the segregated way.
In comparison to the used potential flow methods FVM dis-
cretizes the whole control volume of fluid. This allows to in-
clude shear stress and turbulence models with an arbitrary range
of complexity at the vehicles wake, but on the costs of increasing
computational effort.

Since for the resistance problem of submerged vehicles in
general, where viscous forces are by far dominating pressure
forces in deep diving conditions this balance is assumed to vary
as a function of submergence when the motion in proximity to the
free-surface is calculated. To include viscous forces Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations have proven to be
suitable for simulations of submerged bodies from model- to full-
scale, see e.g. [25], [26].

The applied RANS equations in this paper are discretized
using a polyhedral FVM, first to second order in space and time
with cell-centered, colocated (or non-staggered) stored values.
The equations are usually solved with a segregated pressure-
based algorithm. Pressure-velocity coupling is achieved using
a merged PISO-SIMPLE approach, see e.g. [27].
For the wave resistance problem the primary wave field needs to
be calculated. In this paper the so-called Volume of Fluid (VoF)
approach [28] is used by solving the RANS equations for 2 in-
compressible, (isothermal, immiscible) fluids to determine the
interface based on this capturing approach. Therefore in each fi-
nite volume a scalar called phase-fraction is set to identify the
water and air phase, respectively.

In both cases with Reynolds (Rn) number ranges between
106 to 108 of all used geometries, turbulence is modelled using
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FIGURE 3: LONGITUDINAL CUT THROUGH THE COMPU-
TATIONAL MESH FOR THE FVM BASED VOF APPROACH
OF THE SUBMERGED DARPA SUBOFF.

the k-omega-SST model. The near-wall treatment varies depend-
ing on the height of the first cell at the hull, expressed by the
non-dimensional y+ value. Fory+ < 5, the turbulence model
is applied down to the wall and the boundary layer is consid-
ered fully resolved. Fory+> 30, a wall function is employed to
model the turbulent flow adjacent to the wall. A blending func-
tion is applied for intermediatey+ values.
For the VoF-approach an unstructured mesh is used in all cases
with sufficient local refinement of the air/water interface as well
as the near-wall region of the UV. An example can be seen in
figure 3 for the DARPA SUBOFF bare hull.

CASES
In this section relevant case studies are introduced. One key

element for calculating the added resistance of UVs is the deter-
mination of mean second order wave loads on submerged bod-
ies. In [29] measurements for a long slender cylinder are used to
validate the current approach described in the previous section.
Some details of this cylinder are outlined in the next paragraph.
After that studies based on spheroids are presented. Finally, the
DARPA SUBOFF as one submarine hull is described.

Cylinder
Published results of wave drift forces for slender submerged

structures are still rare, but data for one horizontal cylinder are
available. The principal dimensions of this cylinder according
to [29] and [30] areL = 75.6 m andD = 8.4 m with a form
displacement ofV = 4034m3. These particulars corresponds to
medium sized conventional submarines at full-scale and should
provide comparable wave drift forces. Figure 4 shows the used
panel grid layout for a submergence equally to its diameter. It
can be seen that the cylinder has spherical ends on both sides, so

180.0 deg. (correct nondimensional factor: 1/8) 
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FIGURE 4: PANEL DISTRIBUTION FOR A CIRCULAR
CYLINDER IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE FREE SUR-
FACE.

it is completely symmetric.

Spheroid
One of the most chosen analytical geometries, prolate

spheroids provide a reasonable approximation of UV’s in terms
of slenderness and form displacement. As in case of the hori-
zontal cylinder above, spheroids inherit fore-and-aft symmetry,
which is not present for advancing UV’s on the other hand. But,
for the added resistance problem it shall be still provide results
of practical importance.

In this paper spheroids having different slenderness ratios
L/D between 4 to 12 with a fixed length ofL = 4 m are stud-
ied in different submergence depths. In table 1 main particu-
lars of all investigated spheroid geometries are given. Both the
wave-making and added resistance in regular head waves were
calculated.

TABLE 1 : MAIN PARTICULARS OF INVESTIGATED
SPHEROIDS WITH A FIXED LENGTH OFL = 4 m.

Slenderness or fineness ratioL/D

Particular 4 5 6 8 10 12

D [ m] 1.00 0.80 0.66 0.50 0.40 0.33

S [ m2] 10.12 8.03 6.66 4.97 3.97 3.30

V [ m3] 2.09 1.34 0.93 0.52 0.34 0.23
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DARPA SUBOFF
An available hull form that represents submarines is the

DARPA SUBOFF. This geometry was subject to a coordinated
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) program to assist in the
development of advanced submarines for the future. For valida-
tion purposes a variety of experimental campaigns (wind tunnel
and towing tank testing) were performed as a reference for nu-
merous numerical investigations, i.e. [25], [26] to name some
recent ones.

In this paper only the axisymmetric bare hull was used, but it
has not fore-and-aft symmetry as the hull forms described above.
Thus, it can be recognized as a better approximation to realistic
hull shapes and serves as a hull form for generic underwater ve-
hicles. UUV’s for instance are usually designed as an axisym-
metric hull equipped with control surfaces.
The main advantage of the DARPA SUBOFF is that all hull
lines are based on analytical expressions and can be reproduced
at any time. Main particulars of the SUBOFF model are de-
scribed in [31]. At model-scale the submarine has a length of
L = 4.356m, a diameter ofD = 0.508m and process form dis-
placement ofV = 0,708m3 with a total wetted surface area of
S= 5.998m2.

RESULTS
This section discusses estimation of the wave-making and

total resistance of UVs according to used theoretical models. For
all introduced geometries studies have been performed to analyze
the calm water resistance depending on speed and submergence
as well as the added resistance in regular deep water waves.

Wave-making resistance Spheroids as a simplified
underwater geometry were studied for decades. A signifi-
cant analytic approach of their wave resistance problem was
published in [32]. Another analytical approach for spheroids
was presented in [18] and compared to extensive model tests
in [19]. Based on these data validation of the used panel method
has been performed. Comparison for a slender spheroid with
fineness ratio of 8 is shown in figure 5 at three non-dimensional
submergence depthsd/D = 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, while results of
panMARE for slenderness ratios of 4.5, 6, and 8 at one draft are
presented in [23]. All BEM results are close to measurements
in the Froude number range tested. For low speeds no EFD data
are available.

The wave-making resistance of the DARPA SUBOFF was
experimentally tested at Australian Maritime College (AMC)
underpinned by calculations that are published in [33], [34],
and [12]. In the full range of Froude numbers relevant for UV’s
comparison of the Michell model and applied BEM to published
results is shown in figure 6 for a non-dimensional submergence

depth ofd/D = 1.1. The non-dimensional calm water resistance
is defined byCW = |RW|/ρ0.5U2S.
It can be recognized that the Michell model significantly under-
estimates the wave resistance, but is still able to identify the local
extrema. Results based on the applied 3D Rankine panel method
agree with published data in [12]. Both mildly underestimate the
first local extrema atFn= 0.215 and then matches experimental
data starting from the first local minima atFn= 0.26 until to ap-
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FIGURE 5: VALI DATION RESULTS OF A SPHEROIDS
WAVE-MAKING RESISTANCE AT THREE NON-
DIMENSIONAL SUBMERGENCE DEPTHS d/D = 0.5
(d/a= 0.25), 0.75 (d/a= 0.375), and 1.0 (d/a= 0.5).
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FIGURE 6: NON-DIMENSIONAL WAVE-MAKING RESIS-
TANCE VS. FROUDE NUMBER IN CALM DEEP WATER
FOR THE DARPA SUBOFF AT NON-DIMENSIONAL SUB-
MERGENCE DEPTHd/D = 1.1.
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prox. Fn = 0.4 before starting to underestimate again at higher
speeds.
For low Froude numbers around 0.2, where the wave making
starts to develop, potential flow results are in general underesti-
mating the resistance, as can be seen in figure 7 that compares
the used BEM and FVM results to EFD [33] data. The wave
field calculated with BEM including indicated Kelvin angle are
depicted in figure 8, respectively. Since conventional submarines
for instance are usually cruising at these speeds an improvement
is needed. As already pointed out by Tuck [3], the effect of sur-
face viscosity is highest at low Froude numbers. To account for
viscosity effects artificial corrections in form of viscosity coeffi-
cients added to the Michell model were introduced in [3] and [4].
Figure 9 shows family of curves for different viscosity coeffi-
cients of both models in the same Froude number range as in fig-
ure 6. The figure illustrates that presence of viscosity effects has
a significant influence on the resistance curve behavior. Humps
and hollows in the Michell model are diminishing with gradu-
ally increased (constant) values of viscosity coefficientsα and
β . At low Froude numbersFn< 0.2 the modified Michell mod-
els gives for more physical results in terms ofCW in magnitude,
but tends to dampen local extrema in the middle Froude number
range 0.2≤ Fn < 0.5. Thus, a correction by constant viscosity
coefficients cannot be applied at higher speeds.

Added resistance The mean second order wave drift
forces on the horizontal Cylinder according to [29] are calculated
at zero forward speed and are directly dependent on correspond-
ing body motions. In regular deep water head waves figure 10

0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

0

1

2

3
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5

Fn

1
03
·C

W

EFD [12]
BEM
FVM

FIGURE 7: NON-DIMENSIONAL WAVE-MAKING RESIS-
TANCE CALCULATED WITH BEM AND FVM IN COM-
PARISON TO EFD FOR THE DARPA SUBOFF AT NON-
DIMENSIONAL SUBMERGENCE DEPTHd/D = 1.1 IN
CALM DEEP WATER.

presents results of the used BEM in comparison to the published
data. In general the measurements could be reproduced over the
relevant range from long to short waves. Best fit was achieved
for pitch motionsξ5, while heaveξ3 is underestimated for a short
range of angular wave frequencies. Unfortunately, no EFD data
for surgeξ1 referring to the added resistance in head waves are
available.

For operational scenarios of UV’s with near-surface motion
(i.e. forward speed) seaway effects will become more important,
if the submergence depth is decreasing. This applies for instance
to conventional submarine, when snorkeling during transits or to
smaller vehicles such as gliders when performing near-surface
tasks. While natural sea environments are mostly characterized
by irregular waves this paper is dealing with regular ones to study
general properties.

 

 

FIGURE 8: WAVE FIELD CALCULATED WITH BEM FOR
THE DARPA SUBOFF AT NON-DIMENSIONAL SUBMER-
GENCE DEPTHd/D= 1.1 IN CALM DEEP WATER ATFn=
0.25 AND 0.3.
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At the lowest submergence depthd/D = 1.1 measurements of
DARPA SUBOFF in [33], where wave effects will be most pro-
nounced the added resistance is calculated at selected Froude
numbers as a function of different wave lengths. In figure 11 the
added resistance atFn = 0.25 andFn = 0.3 is compared over
a non-dimensionl wave length range from 0, . . . ,2.5. It can be
observed that values forFn= 0.25 are higher than in the case of
Fn= 0.3. This is due to the fact that UV’s body motions in the
vertical plane, as shown in figure 12, are higher for lower Froude
numbers. If we now recall that the value of the mean second or-
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 Cylinder offset (Pinkster [ ], Standing et al. [ ]). 

 Vertical motions 1 (surge), 3 (heave) and 5 (pitch), 
of the submerged cylinder (Pinkster [ ], Standing et 
al. [ ]) at depth | | = 1.0  for head-sea  = 180  
incident regular waves in deep water at zero Froude 
number  = 0. Note:  – incident wave number,  – 
incident wave amplitude,  - incident wave 
frequency,  - displacement,  - acceleration due to 
gravity,  – cylinder maximum diameter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Added resistance (surge mean second order drift 
force)  in head-sea  = 180  incident regular 
waves in deep water at Froude number  = 0.25 for 
’S7-175’ ('SR 108') container ship. Note:  – water 
density,  – acceleration due to gravity,  – 
incident wave amplitude,  – maximum beam (on 
the main frame),  – body length,  – incident 
wave wavelength. 
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FIGURE 10: SURGE ξ1, HEAVE ξ3, AND PITCH ξ5 MOTION
OF A HORIZONTAL CYLINDER IN REGULAR DEEP WA-
TER HEAD WAVES, SUBMERGED ATd/D = 1.0.

der surge force (added resistance) is dependent on body motions
it follows that added resistance at lower and higher Froude num-
bers are reversely proportional. This is completely opposite to
surface vessels, when similar analysis would be performed, see
e.g. [35].

Effective Power and speed loss The effective
power (3) was calculated for axisymmetric hulls based on the
total resistanceRT as sum of the wave making part and the
added resistance in regular deep water waves. Figure 13 presents
results for the DARPA SUBOFF in a Froude number range
of 0.1 ≤ Fn ≤ 0.4 for two non-dimensional wavelength ratios
λ/L = 0.75 and 1.25 at lowest non-dimensional submergence
depthd/D = 1.1. Humps and hollows of the calm water resis-
tance curve are still significant. All curves approaching zero at
Fn= 0.0 as expected. At low speeds (Fn≤ 0.14) shorter waves
will lead to higher effective power than longer waves. For speeds
above that Froude number this trend is reversed and remains un-
til high speeds. Maximum difference of the effective power is
reached at local wave making extrema, while minimum differ-
ence is found at maximum slopes of the resistance curve.

The speed loss was then calculated at constant effective
powerPE and at given non-dimensional wavelength ratiosλ/L
in an interval of the incident regular wave amplitudes ofζ ∈
[1.0;6.0] m. It should be noted that whenζ = 0 m the sub-
marine advances forward on the straight line course at initial
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Froude number and the speed drop is zero, respectively. Fig-
ure 14compares speed drops∆U for the DARPA SUBOFF at
lowest submergenced/D= 1.1 for two speedsFn= 0.25 and 0.3
as in figure 11 for the two different non-dimensional wavelength
ratiosλ/L = 0.75 and 1.25, as in figure 13. When moving with
lower speeds the speed drop is significantly pronounced with in-
creasing wave height. In general longer incident waves will lead
to higher speed losses.
In the range of incident wave amplitudesζ ∈ [0.0;1.0] m (not
shown in figure 14) it has been observed that speed drop curves
have quite different slopes compared to them at higher wave am-
plitudes. This might be nonphysical and these results are ex-
cluded here, while to be subject of further analysis.

CONCLUSION
This study addresses the theoretical prediction of the effec-

tive power and speed loss of underwater vehicles in close prox-
imity to regular waves.

The power requirements of underwater vehicles have been
derived from a modified version of the Doctors & Day
method [1], which predicts the total resistance. The introduced
modifications are mainly related to different methods of estimat-

9 Copyright © 2017 by ASME 

and the   and the results 
are shown on Figure ?. 

Calculated nondimensional wave resistance  is given 
versus the interval of Froude numbers . The figure shows 
that the presence of the viscosity effects has a significant 
influence on the behavior of the wave resistance curves. As 
already pointed out by Tuck [7], the effect of the surface 
viscosity is highest at low Froude numbers , so that the 
humps and hollows in the  diminish with 
gradually increasing (constant) values of the viscosity effect 
coefficients  and .. Finally, it should be observed that the 
predicted nondimensional wave resistance  curves with the 
viscosity effects are different on the above figure. This is 
because two different viscosity models, i.e. the  

 are used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Added resistance (surge mean second order drift 

force) R  in head-sea  = 180  incident regular 
waves in deep water  versus nondimensional 
wavelength ratios /  for DARPA SUBOFF 
submarine hull submerged at depth | | = 1.1  at 
Froude numbers  = 0.25 and  = 0.3. Note:  – 
water density,  – acceleration due to gravity,  – 
incident wave amplitude,  – maximum beam (on 
the main frame),  – body length,  – incident 
wave wavelength. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Vertical motions 1 (surge), 3 (heave) and 5 
(pitch), for DARPA SUBOFF submarine hull 
submerged at depth | | = 1.1  for head-sea  = 
180  incident regular waves in deep water at 
Froude numbers  = 0.25 and  = 0.3. Note:  
– incident wave number,  – incident wave 
amplitude,  – maximum beam (on the main 
frame),  – body length,  – incident wave 
wavelength. 

 
 

It should be observed that values of the added resistance 
for Froude number  = 0.25 are higher than in the case of 
higher Froude number  = 0.3. This is due to fact that for a 
submerged body body motions in the vertical plane as shown 
in Figure 11 are higher for lower Froude numbers then they 
are in case of higher Froude numbers. If we now recall that 
the value of the mean second order surge force (added 
resistance) is dependent on the body motions it is then clear 
why the difference in the predicted values at lower and higher 
Froude numbers are reversely proportional. This is by the way 
completely opposite from the situation where the similar 
analysis is done in respect to the free surface floating bodies 
as ships, like it is shown in Figure 4 and for instance in 
Faltinsen et al. [ ]. 
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FIGURE 11: ADDED RESISTANCE (SURGE MEAN
SECOND ORDER DRIFT FORCE) IN INCIDENT REG-
ULAR HEAD DEEP WATER WAVES VERSUS NON-
DIMENSIONAL WAVELENGTH RATIOS λ/L FOR THE
DARPA SUBOFF AT SUBMERGENCE DEPTHd/D=1.1, AT
FROUDE NUMBERS.Fn= 0.25 AND Fn= 0.3.

ing the calm water resistance according to various wave theories
in which the influence of viscosity effects was studied in some
detail. In particular, the modified Michell wave theory by inclu-
sion of viscosity correction factors was introduced for the first
time with applications to underwater vehicles and their effects
on the wave-making resistance. It has been analyzed that the
influence of viscosity effects on the prediction of the calm wa-
ter resistance become important, especially in the lower range of
Froude numbers. Insight into the free-surface wave profiles for
selected cases were provided by two 3D Rankine panel methods
supplemented with fully viscous simulation results.

Validation and verification were performed by comparison
to experimental and numerical data for axisymmetric underwater
hull forms. In close proximity to the free surface seaway effects
are significant for the motion of underwater vehicles. The added
resistance in regular deep water waves is calculated for selected
cases. Remarkably, longer waves at lower speeds lead to higher
added resistance of a submerged body at constant forward mo-
tion. This fact is opposite to surface vessels or surface piercing
bodies in general. Based on these results the effective power and
speed loss in regular deep water waves are studied.

On the whole, the majority of obtained results show satis-
factory agreement with published data in the range of suitable
Froude numbers. At low speeds the accuracy of predicting the

. The figure shows 
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FIGURE 12: VERTICAL MOTIONS ζ1 (SURGE),ζ3 (HEAVE)
AND ζ5 (PITCH) IN INCIDENT REGULAR HEAD DEEP
WATER WAVES VERSUS NON-DIMENSIONAL WAVE-
LENGTH RATIOSλ/L FOR THE DARPA SUBOFF AT SUB-
MERGENCE DEPTHd/D = 1.1 AT FROUDE NUMBERS:
Fn= 0.25 AND 0.3.
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wave-making resistance is challenging for all used numerical
methods. While this paper is dealing with submerged vehicles
in regular waves, projections for more realistic scenarios in nat-
ural seaways are drawn.
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